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EFFECTS OF HOV LANES ON FREEWAY BOTTLENECKS 
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ABSTRACT 

High occupanc< vehicle FHNOK lanes can affect the capacit< of freewa< bottlenec?s through 

both an under-utili*ation effect and a disruption effect0 An under-utili*ed HNO lane obviousl< 

reduces its own discharge rate at the bottlenec?0 >ut lane changes in and out of the HNO lane 

can also disrupt the flow on the adRacent general purpose FSPK lanes= and reduce their capacit<0 

>ottlenec? capacit< reductions= arising froG the coGbination of both effects= are undesirable 

because the< increase vehicle-hours of travel0 

 This paper shows with s<steGatic siGulations that the disruption effect is not significant 

at isolated bottlenec?s0 If an<thing= HNO lanes slightl< iGprove SP flow at these locations0 

Reductions in SP-capacit< were found onl< in highl< ideali*ed situations without bottlenec?s0 

Thus= it appears that the total discharge rate of bottlenec?s with and without HNO lanes can be 

conservativel< anal<*ed assuGing that the capacit< of the SP lanes is constant0  

 Using this assuGption= the paper then shows how to estiGate total bottlenec? capacit<= 

and how to deplo< HNO lanes without creating new bottlenec?s or changing the total flow 

through eVisting ones0 This Gilestone is soGetiGes sufficient to guarantee no change in the total 

vehicle-hours of travel and= hence= a reduction in people-hours0 The paper also introduces a 

d<naGic operating strateg< for HNO lanes that significantl< increases a bottlenec?Ws total 

discharge rate0 This suggests that d<naGic strategies can be used to reduce not Rust people dela< 

but also vehicle-hours and their eVternalities0 
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1.  INTRODUCTION 

HNO lanes are freewa< lanes= usuall< in urban areas= reserved for vehicles carr<ing Gore than a 

predeterGined nuGber of occupants0 As such= the< allocate vehicular dela< to low occupanc< 

vehicles0 Thus= if an HNO lane does not increase total vehicular dela< it reduces total people 

dela<0 This is a Xuantifiable benefit because vehicle-hours and people-hours are eas< to observe0 

In addition= if an HNO lane induces soGe drivers to share rides urban dwellers also derive 

environGental benefits0 >ecause these are Gore difficult to Xuantif<= we shall onl< stud< in this 

paper the relationship between HNO lanes and vehicular dela<0 There is Gerit in this0 If we can 

estiGate how an HNO facilit< changes vehicular dela< we can also estiGate how it affects 

people-dela<Y if the latter benefit significantl< outweighs the costs= the facilit< should be ?ept0   

 It is well ?nown that the total vehicular dela< in an< input-output s<steG with given 

vehicular inputs is onl< deterGined b< the s<steGWs vehicular outputs= which in turn are 

deterGined b< the s<steG capacit<0 Thus= a proper focus is the relation between HNO lanes and 

s<steG capacit<0  Here= we narrow the focus to single-bottlenec? s<steGs0 A follow-up stud< will 

eVaGine the Gulti-bottlenec? case0 

 Zach <ear= significant aGounts of tiGe and Gone< are devoted to the stud<= construction 

and iGproveGent of HNO facilities0 However= despite the efforts of both engineers and 

researchers= the iGpacts of HNO lanes are not full< understood0 The eGpt< lane s<ndroGe is the 

best ?nown probleG0 It obviousl< iGpacts s<steG capacit<0 >ut other potential pitfalls have also 

been noted0 Data froG a recent stud< FChen et al.= DEEIK reveals that in Gan< California 

freewa<s speed declines across all lanes when an HNO lane restriction starts0 The lower speeds 

then persist while the restriction is in force0 The data show that speed is reduced on both= the 

HNO lanes and the SP lanes= and that the drop on the latter is Gore severe and deleterious to 

travel tiGe0 >ut this stud< does not identif< the locations at each site where the drops first occur= 

which could reveal the causal GechanisG for the drops and the role that HNO lanes pla< in it0  

 Nne would eVpect drops in speed and flow to start at locations where the SP lanes are 

closest to saturation= since the Gigration of [NOs Flow occupanc< vehiclesK toward these lanes 

shortl< before the \restriction instant] Fthe tiGe-of-da< when the restriction startsK could increase 

the deGand for SP lanes be<ond their capacit< and create bottlenec?s0 The deGand^capacit< 

iGbalance could be eVacerbated if the lane-changes during and after the Gigration were to reduce 
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SP lane capacit<0  This possibilit< Gust be considered since lane changes are ?nown to reduce 

bottlenec? capacit< F[aval and Dagan*o= DEEJK= and the speed drop on the HNO lanes suggests 

that there is considerable lane-changing interaction between the SP and HNO lanes0  

 This paper shows that this is not the case` HNO lanes do not reduce the capacit< of SP 

lanes0 Section D below presents soGe eGpirical evidence0 Sections _ and B coGpleGent it with 

siGulations0 Sections I and J then describe both= how to deplo< HNO lanes without hindering 

vehicle flow and a d<naGic strateg< that increases it0 aualitative reGar?s conclude the article0 
 

2. PRELIMINARY EMPIRICAL EVIDENCE  

To gain soGe insight we eVaGined an HNO site with detailed loop detector data FfroG the 

>er?ele< Highwa< [abK where speed drops were observed` Interstate bE FeastboundK froG 

>er?ele< to Alban< in California0 This site is upstreaG of a GaRor divergeY the IbE^IIbE split= 

where IbE drops froG I to B lanes0 /igure c shows the speed and flow profiles for all lanes 

observed at a detector station D Giles upstreaG of the split froG D`EE to b`EE pG0 The data are 

t<pical0 The dar?est line depicts the HNO FGedianK lane0 The HNO restriction is in force froG 

_`EE to C`EE pG Fshaded areaK0 dote that after _`EE pG the average speed on the HNO lane drops 

significantl<= roughl< froG CE to BI Gph= even though its densit< reGains low= and the SP lanes 

suffer a larger drop= to DI Gph0 These speed reductions on both the HNO and the SP lanes are 

the phenoGena we wish to investigate0 
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/igure c0 [oop detector data froG I-bE Fevening coGGute on August cA= DEEDK0 [anes are consecutivel< 
nuGbered froG the Gedian-HNO FcK to the shoulder FIK` FaK speed profilesY FbK flow profiles0 

 

CoGparing parts FaK and FbK of the figure we see that there is a cI-Gin lag between the 

changes in flow associated with the HNO restriction and the drop in speed0 This indicates that 

the initial cI-Gin of lane changing activit< had little effect on speed and that the speed drop was 

either due to subseXuent lane changes Fwhich should be less nuGerousK or to soGething else0 The 

FaK FbK 
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Gost li?el< eVplanation is the arrival of the bac? of a Xueue froG the I-bE^I-IbE split= which 

could easil< becoGe oversaturated when the HNO restriction starts0 Unfortunatel<= data froG the 

split were not available to ascertain how the bottlenec? flows were affected b< the HNO lane 

restriction= so our conclusion is not definitive0  

>ut the lac? of a speed collapse when lane changing should be at its GaViGuG does 

suggest` FiK that the lane-changing effect of an HNO lane on the SP lanes should not be drasticY 

and FiiK that its effect on capacit< should be sGall0 Nf course= this can onl< be firGl< and 

generall< concluded b< observing active bottlenec?s of Gan< different t<pes before and after 

their restriction instants0 >ecause sites providing natural eVperiGents of this t<pe are scarce= we 

use siGulations to Xuantif< the effects0  /ield tests are still desirable0 

3.  THE SIMULATION MODEL 

This section can be s?ipped without loss of continuit<0 It suGGari*es the siGulation Godel and 

soGe testsY for Gore detail see Menende* FDEEJK0  ee wished to avoid the calibration probleG 

that plagues current siGulation pac?ages with a parsiGonious Godel that would realisticall< 

capture the HNO^SP interactions0 fMost siGulation Godels have Gan< paraGetersY soGe are 

unobservable= have unclear ph<sical Geaning and reXuire re-calibration across sites0 /or an 

overview see >rac?stone and McDonald FcAAAKY and Hoogendoorn and Nssen= FDEEIK0g An 

eVception is a recent stud< F[aval and Dagan*o= DEEJK= which proposed a Godel with onl< five 

paraGeters0 Nne of these paraGeters is a bound on vehicular acceleration= which captures the 

effect of lane changes to faster lanes0 Since these t<pes of Goves prevail at Gerge= Goving and 

lane-drop bottlenec?s the Godel was found to be accurate Fwithout re-calibrationK at these t<pes 

of bottlenec?sY see also [aval et al. FDEEIK0 This Godel= however= oGitted a deceleration 

boundhon the belief that it would onl< provide Garginal accurac< iGproveGents for the 

aboveGentioned t<pes of bottlenec?s while adding another la<er of coGpleVit<0 However= in the 

case of highwa<s with HNO facilities and diverges= vehicles often have to Gove to a slower lane 

and deceleration could be an iGportant effect0 Hence= the proposed Godel includes both 

acceleration and deceleration bounds0 It also reXuires few paraGeters and is fleVible enough to 

capture different HNO scenarios0 It was shown to guarantee the saGe level of accurac< as 

eVisting Godels FMenende*= DEEJK0 The Godel is driven b< the absence of collisions0 A brief 

description follows0 
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 Although in realit< drivers are idios<ncratic and strategic= the Godel assuGes for 

siGplicit< that the< are aggressive= rational= consistent= and G<opic0 The< Ga?e decisions in 

discrete tiGe= with an interval t! 0 At ever< tiGe t= each vehicle n ?nows its position= xnFtK= and its 

average speed in the previous tiGe interval= " # " # " #" # tttxtxtv nnn !!$$% = as well as those of 

nearb< vehicles0 ehen not changing lanes a driver tries to ta?e the Gost advanced position= nx = 

froG aGong those possible= np = constrained b< the Gechanical properties of his^her vehicle= 

safet<= and coGfort= i0e0= the car-following Godel is` 
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where " #ttx n
L !(!  is the GiniGuG distance that vehicle n can travel in tiGe interval * +ttt !(=  

given its liGited deceleration capabilitiesY and " #ttx n
U !(! =  " #ttx n

S !(! = and " #ttx n
C !(!  are 

upper bounds due to its liGited acceleration capabilities= safet<= and coGfort reXuireGents0 The 

safet< bound n
Sx!  is siGilar to the one in Sipps FcAbcK and the coGfort bound n

Cx!  to the 

C/F[K Godel in Dagan*o FDEEJK0  

 ehen changing lanes= the coGfort constraint is neglected= and the safet< constraint is 

Godified to enforce safe separations aGong vehicles in the two relevant lanes0 [ane-changes are 

classified as Gandator<-tiGe-related FT-changesK= Gandator<-space-related FS-changesK and 

optional FN-changesK0 This classification covers all possible scenarios involving HNOs0 T-

changes are Gade b< [NOs eViting the HNO lane shortl< before the restriction instant0 S-

changes are Gade b< drivers tr<ing to eVit^enter the highwa<0 The< happen upstreaG of diverges 

and lane-drops0 T- and S-changes are triggered at tiGes and locations specific to each vehicle0 N-

changes are Gade b< drivers tr<ing to gain speed b< switching to a faster laneY the< are onl< a 

function of the driversW sensitivit< to speed differences across lanes0 A GultinoGial trial at the 

beginning of each tiGe interval deterGines if a driver wishes to start a lane change0 If the 

outcoGe is positive but the lane change cannot be eVecuted right awa<= the driver reGeGbers 

his^her decision and continues to tr< in future tiGe steps -- as long as the lane-change is still 

advantageous or necessar<0 If the driver is frustrated we assuGe that another driver eventuall< 

cooperates0 Then= either the lane-changer or the cooperating vehicle decelerates at the given 
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fiVed rate to create a feasible gap0 Nnce a lane-change has becoGe feasible= it is eVecuted in a 

single tiGe step0 

 The car-following Godule Fwithout lane-changingK is parsiGonious0 It includes three 

paraGeters froG the /D Fthe flow-densit< diagraG in the stead< stateK` the free flow speed= the 

GaViGuG flow= and the RaG densit<Y these are site-specific but can be Geasured without running 

the Godel0 The Godel also reXuires acceleration and deceleration bounds0 Average values can be 

used0 The lane-changing Godule involves B additional paraGeters` a tiGe lag before cooperationY 

a tiGe threshold for T-changes= a space threshold for S-changes and the sensitivit< to speed for 

the N-changes0 These can be deterGined b< fitting the Godel= and potentiall< transferred across 

sitesc0 Menende* FDEEJK shows that the Godel replicates field data as well as [aval and Dagan*o 

FDEEJK0 The transferabilit< across sites of its ?e< unobservable paraGeters were tested= as 

described below= with data froG two continents` an on-raGp Gerge in Southern California 

FCassid< and RudRana?ano?nad= DEEIKY and a lane-drop near [ondon F>ertini and [eal= DEEIKD0   

 /igure D shows eGpirical and siGulated cuGulative curves Fd-curves on an obliXue 

coordinate s<steGK for B locations at the first site -- a northbound segGent of /reewa< bEI in San 

Diego= California= on Nctober cI= DEED0  The on-raGp had a variable input rate= as low as BEE 

vph when Getered= as shown in the figure0 /or this site the siGulation reXuired C paraGeters` the 

two acceleration bounds= three paraGeters connected with the /D= the tiGe lag before 

cooperation and the sensitivit< to speed0 The first five were chosen froG other data sets0 Nnl< the 

last two were fitted to the data0 The figure Fand data underl<ing itK shows that the siGulated 

bottlenec? deactivation and activation tiGes are within B Ginutes of the observed= and that the 

errors in the siGulated discharge rates in the three relevant intervals are less than _i0  

/urtherGore= the lane changing rates in the three periods are predicted to within Bi0  

Unfortunatel<= this site was not a good testing ground for accuGulations because the three 

detector stations were spaced ver< closel< FE0ECI Gi apartK0 

 
                                                 
c Ignoring T- and S-changes= the proposed Godel has onl< D Gore paraGeters than the Godel in [aval and Dagan*o 
FDEEJK` the deceleration bound and the tiGe lag before cooperation!0 
D deither of these sites has HNO lanes0 Tests with HNO lanes could not be carried out because the available HNO 
data belonged to a rather coGpleV site with Gan< on- and off-raGps0 Since it was iGpossible to discriGinate 
between the different t<pes of lane-changes and one had to \fit] and N-D table= success was assured0 Therefore the 
test would have been Geaningless0 A rigorous test with HNO lanes is not essential= however= because the Godel with 
HNO lanes is structurall< siGilar to the Godel without and does not reXuire an< Gore paraGeters0 
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/igure D0 NbliXue d-curves for B locations in southern California` FaK eGpirical data Fsource` Cassid< and 
RudRana?ano?nad= DEEIKY  FbK siGulation results0 
 

 Tests at the second site F[ondonK were perforGed without fitting an< paraGeters to the 

dataY all seven paraGeters were the saGe as in San Diego0 ReGar?abl<= the predicted discharge 

rate of the bottlenec? Fobserved for DE GinK was eVactl< as observed F__EE vph for two lanesK0 

Here= the upstreaG detectors spanned a distance in eVcess of D Giles and average accuGulations 

were roughl< predicted for distances over c Gile0 The Godel also predicted the period of the 

oscillations in the Xueue starting at the bottlenec? and their propagation speed= but under-

predicted their growth in aGplitudeY see Menende* FDEEJK for Gore detail0  

 Nverall= the siGulation appears to predict consistentl< the Geasures of perforGance that 

Gatter Gost for an evaluation of HNO lanes` lane changing rates and bottlenec? discharge flows0 

Average accuGulations over distances coGparable with a Gile are also well predicted0 Therefore= 

the following section uses the proposed Godel0 
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4. THE EFFECT OF HOV LANES ON GP LANES AND BOTTLENECKS 

Recall that the Gain Xuestion is` how does an HNO lane affect the capacit< of the SP lanes and 

the overall capacit< of bottlenec?sl Also of interest are the effects of the HNO lane on the stead< 

state flow-densit< diagraG F/DK of the SP lanes0 To this end we stud< here three different 

scenarios0 Subsection B0c eVaGines an ideali*ed freewa< without bottlenec?s= where the onl< 

interference on the SP lanes is caused b< the HNO lane0 Oehicles enter the freewa< seaGlessl< 

via the shoulder lane0 This eVercise uncovers the effect of an HNO lane on an ideali*ed 

uninterrupted traffic streaG without an< daGping b< on- and off-raGps0 Therefore= the results 

should be viewed as bounds0 Then= sections B0D and B0_ eVaGine the effects of HNO lanes on the 

capacit< of Gerge and diverge bottlenec?s= ta?ing realisticall< into account the interference froG 

vehicles entering and eViting the freewa<0 This is iGportant because Gost bottlenec?s are at 

locations of these t<pes0 

4.1. An idealized ring without bottlenecks 

ee Godel here a B-Gile= B-lane ring road with an HNO lane0 Nn and off-raGps are not fiVed in 

space0 Instead= entrances and eVits are assuGed to ta?e place uniforGl< along the whole length of 

the loop0 In order to sGear out and GiniGi*e their effect= entering vehicles are placed into gaps 

and given a non-disruptive following speed0 ZViting vehicles are reGoved froG the streaG when 

the< reach their eVit location0 Zver< entering vehicle is assigned a trip length= and the average 

trip length is adRustable0 [NOs are assuGed to leave the HNO lane between Ginutes cE and cI 

Fsince the restriction instant is t k cI GinK0 ee also assuGe that the desired speed of the 

individual vehicles is uniforGl< distributed between II Gph and bI Gph= and choose the 

reGaining J paraGeters of the siGulation to Gatch those of Section D0  

 /or an< average trip length we specif<= we can Gaintain an< desired HNO flow and an< 

densit< in the SP lanes b< Godulating the input flows of both vehicle t<pes0 ee can then record 

the average SP flow that can be sustained0 >< Gaintaining different SP-densit<^HNO-flow 

coGbinations for DE Gin of real tiGe= and recording the average flow on the SP lanes for each 

run= we obtain the graphs of /igure _0  dote` FaK there is a capacit< reduction caused b< HNOWs 

crossing across the SP lanes when entering and leaving the freewa<Y FbK the largest capacit< drop 

is BIE vphpl FfroG about DbEE to about D_IE vphplK and it occurs when trip length is short and 

HNO deGand is highY FcK the capacit< eVceeds D_IE vphpl in all casesY FdK the HNO lane has 
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little or no effect when the s<steG is undersaturated Fon the rising branch of the /DKY FeK in 

oversaturated conditions Finside XueuesK HNOs reduce SP densit< and increase SP speed for a 

given SP discharge flowY FfK effect FeK declines with increasing SP densit< and trends toward 

insignificance for flows below cJEE vphplY and FgK the Gagnitude of effects FaK and FeK increases 

with the factors that increase lane-changing FGore HNO flow and shorter tripsK0   
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/igure _0 /undaGental diagraG for a SP lane as a function of the flow in the HNO lane0 Average trip length is` FaK 
I-Giles0 FbK cE-Giles0 FcK infinite Giles0 
  

 done of these patterns should be surprising0 ehen traffic is near saturation or 

oversaturated= lane changers have to force gaps onto the SP lanes to coGplete their Ganeuvers= 

and this increases the average separation between cars for a given speed0 /urtherGore= one also 

eVpects the effects to be largest near saturation= as we found= because when the speed is high the 

gaps reXuired for safe Gerging are wider0  

FaK 

FcK 

FbK 
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 ee stress that the siGulation eVercise was designed to Gagnif< and isolate the effects of 

an HNO lane on the SP lanes= and that the observed reduction in SP capacit< is a \worst case]0 

In real world situations with on- and off-raGps the capacit< of the average SP lane with no HNO 

flow is Guch lower than in /ig0 _= because entering and eViting vehicles disrupt flow0 These 

disruptions strongl< Gas? the effects of the HNO lane= as shown in sections B0D and B0_ below0 

4.2. Merge bottlenecks 

The worr< with Gerge bottlenec?s is that HNOs entering the freewa< could create eVtra gaps in 

the SP lanes near the bottlenec? -- b< crossing over the SP lanes to access the HNO lane -- and 

in this wa< reduce the discharge rate of the SP lanes0 The Gagnitude of this effect would depend 

on the proViGit< of these Goves to the bottlenec?= which is un?nown0 

The test here corresponds to the coGGon t<pe of Gerge bottlenec? illustrated b< /igure 

BFaK` an isolated Gerge of a c-lane on-raGp with a B-lane freewa< with an HNO lane on the 

Gedian side0 The paraGeters of the siGulation are as in Section B0c0 /or an< desired HNO flow= 

and an< given on-raGp flow= we varied the percentage of HNOs and the upstreaG freewa< 

deGand so as to achieve a GaViGuG sustainable discharge rate0 ee also siGulated what would 

happen if the HNO restriction was eliGinated0 /igure BFbK displa<s the results of this batter< of 

siGulations0 It uses an on-raGp flow of cEEE vph= but on-raGp flows of IEE and cIEE vph <ield 

virtuall< identical results0 dote` FaK HNO flow has no discernible effect on the discharge rate of 

the SP lanesY FbK the average discharge rate is about DEIE vphpl for all HNO flows= sGaller than 

in the ideali*ed case of Section B0c= but eXual to the case with no HNO flow at allY and FcK if the 

HNO restriction is eliGinated the average discharge rate of the four lanes now open for general 

use reGains at DEIE vphpl m the HNO lane now carries about DBEE vphpl and the three other 

lanes average about cAIE vphpl= as shown0   

These results surprised usY in particular FcK0 Result FbK occurs because HNOs coGing froG 

the on-raGp do not change lanes near the bottlenec? an< Gore than [NOs and because HNOs 

froG the freewa< do not interact with the SP lanes0 Result FcK is eVplained because in our 

siGulations lane D interacts with lanes c and _ without the HNO lane restriction= but onl< with 

lane _ with the restriction0 Nverall= the results show that the capacit< of the lanes available for 

general use is the saGe= whether or not the HNO lane is on0 Since Gedian lanes can often carr< 

considerabl< Gore traffic than DEIE vphpl= this suggests that a GergeWs total discharge rate could 
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be increased b< providing an HNO lane if the deGand of HNOs were to eVceed DEIE vph0 Nf 

course= this deGand level is unli?el< high but we will see in Section J that there are wa<s to 

artificiall< boost it and increase Gerge capacit<0 

 
Figure 4. Effect of an HOV lane on the GP lanes at a merge bottleneck: (a) merge; (b) discharge rates  

 

4.3. Diverge bottlenecks 

Diverge bottlenec?s are Gore coGplicated= because Funli?e GergesK their discharge rate heavil< 

depends on the split of the deGand between branches and the split of the lanes0 ee focus here on 

isolated diverges= free of weaving effects froG upstreaG and downstreaG Runctions= and with an 

arbitrar< nuGber of lanes= l and l’= per branch0 [et , and ,W denote the fractions of traffic 

destined for each branch of the diverge F, n ,W k cK= and Q the capacit< of one lane0 If significant 

Xueues forG we eVpect theG to be /I/N FMuno* and Dagan*o= DEEDKY and the discharge flows 

per branch= - and -’= to be as follows FDagan*o= cAABK`  
 

  -/l k Q    and   -’/l’ k fF,’/l’K^F,/lKgQ  ) Q =        if   ,’^l’  )  ,^l0      FDK 
 

The branch carr<ing the larger flow per lane is called the critical branch0 If ,^l o ,’^l’ forGula FDK 

still applies= with the priGes switched around0  Thus= according to FDK the critical branch alwa<s 

discharges at capacit<0 The eVpression for the non-critical branch hinges on the forGation of 

/I/N Xueues upstreaG of the diverge point0 

 If HNO lanes were not to change Q and if the fractions of HNOs and [NOs ta?ing the 

critical branch were to be the saGe= then an HNO lane passing through the non-critical branch 

would have no effect on discharge flows0 The reason is that the fraction of traffic discharging on 

the non-critical side is still deterGined b< the /I/N rule= which continues to appl< to HNOs and 
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[NOs= albeit separatel<0 If on the other hand the HNO lane passes through the critical branch= 

flow would be reduced even if Q was fiVed0 In both cases= though= a drop in Q would iGpl< a 

reduction in total discharge flow0 This is a concern because vehicles leaving the HNO lane 

iGGediatel< upstreaG of the split can create gaps in traffic as the< weave their wa< to the other 

side= and these gaps could reduce Q0  Nur tests= described below= dispel this worr<0 

 ee eVperiGented with the drastic scenario of /igure IFaK` a B-lane freewa< that drops 

two lanes at an eVit Fl k l’ k DK0 SiGulation input paraGeters are again as in sections B0c and B0D0 

Control variables were the eVit fraction , FassuGed to be the saGe for HNOs and [NOsK= and the 

total HNO flow FupstreaGK0 ee recorded the flows on all parts of the bottlenec? for , k E0_ and 

E0C= with total HNO flows ranging froG E to DEEE vphpl0  /igure I displa<s soGe details0 

           

 
Figure 5. Effect of an HOV lane on a diverge bottleneck: (a) diverge; (b) effect on the flow of the GP lanes; 
(c) effect on the total discharge flows (total HOV flow =cEEE vphpl). 

 

 In all cases tested total HNO flow had little effect on Q0 Its value was DBEE . cIE vphpl 

for the SP lane neVt to the HNO lane Farising when the HNO branch was critical` , k E0_K and 

DEIE . cEE vphpl= both= for the SP lanes on the eVit Farising when , k E0CK and also for all lanes 
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when the HNO was not on0 Curiousl<= proViGit< to an HNO lane increases Q0 Fee eVpect this 

phenoGenon to be less pronounced for configurations with Gore freewa< lanes0K In an< case= this 

evidence suggests that we can assign fiVed= lane-specific capacities to the SP lanes and that a 

generic value FQ / DEEE vphplK can be used as a conservative approViGation0  

 ee also found the following` FaK when the eVit is critical F, k 0CK the total discharge rate 

of the bottlenec? For an< of its branchesK does not change when the HNO lane opens regardless 

of the HNO flowhthis is illustrated b< /ig0 IcY and FbK when the freewa< is critical F, k 0_K the 

changes in total discharge rate depend heavil< on the HNO flow0 ee will see in section I that 

iteGs FaK and FbK are predicted b< a siGple forGula0  

5. THE ENGINEERING OF HOV LANES 

[et us now put these results into practice and discuss iGpleGentation issues0  Since HNO flows 

do not significantl< change the capacit< of SP lanes at the isolated bottlenec?s tested in Sec0 B= 

and since there is no reason to eVpect different results at other isolated bottlenec?s= we shall 

assuGe that Q is fiVed0  
 

Planning: ee can test whether an HNO lane would create a bottlenec? at an uncongested 

location b< coGparing the total deGand for the SP lanes versus their capacit< with the HNO 

restriction in force0 [et L be the nuGber of lanes= q the average vehicle flow across all lanes 

before the HNO restriction= and qH the flow on the HNO lane after the restriction0 Then= the 

balance eXuation is` 

  fSP-deGand 0 Lq m qHg  )  fSP-capacit< 0 FL-cKQg0          F_K 

The SP deGand is the flow of [NOs plus that of an< HNOs on the SP lanes0 /or eVaGple= at an 

on-raGp Gerge where the HNO lane is on the far side froG the on-raGp= all HNOs froG the on-

raGp are initiall< in the SP lanes0 Thus= F_K should be evaluated at these Gerges assuGing that qH 

is the flow of HNOs upstreaG of the Gerge0 SoGething siGilar occurs for off-raGp bottlenec?s0 

Here we Gust assuGe that eViting HNOs are on the SP lanes iGGediatel< upstreaG of the off-

raGpY hence qH is the flow of HNOs that sta< on the freewa< be<ond the diverging point0  

 The balance eXuation can be rewritten in terGs of the difference between the total flow 

the freewa< is reXuired to carr< and the GaViGuG possibleY i0e0= as` 

    fNverflowg  k  fReXuired flow 0 Lqg  $  fMaViGuG possible flow 0 qH n FL$cKQg  )  E0       FBK 
 

This leads to`  
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Rule c` If FBK holds everywhere along an HOV lane and traffic is uncongested, the 

HOV lane will not create a queue or reduce flow anywhere. Otherwise, a queue is 

created where FBK is first violated.  

ee conRecture that Rule c is violated freXuentl< in the real world= perhaps at the site in Sec c0  

 ee now show that FBK also guarantees no reduction in flow at the terGination point of an 

HNO lane opened in Xueued trafficY e0g0= as in /ig0 J0 Since [NOs Gust Gove into the SP lanes 

prior to the restriction instant= densit< would initiall< increase in these lanes= ensuring that the< 

reGain Xueued0 Thus= the flow that the HNO s<steG would eGit at its downstreaG end assuGing 

that no Xueue bloc?s its release Fthe GaViGuG possibleK is still as in FBK` qH n FL$cKQ0  dow= if 

this value is less than the required flow to sustain the downstreaG Xueue= which is Lq still as in 

FBK= the bac? of this Xueue would recede forward0 Ntherwise it will sta< pinned to the terGination 

point and downstreaG flow will not change0 Thus= we can still use FBK to deterGine whether the 

HNO lane would reduce flow at its downstreaG end0_  

Rule D` If FBK holds at the termination point of an HOV lane that is in congested 

traffic at the restriction instant, the HOV lane does not change the downstream flow. 

Otherwise the total discharge flow is reduced by the overflow. 

ee can coGbine Rules c and D to deterGine whether an HNO lane passing through an active 

bottlenec? at the restriction instant reduces the bottlenec?Ws total discharge rate0 Since Rule c 

applies downstreaG and Rule D applies upstreaG= we have`  

Rule _` The maximum of the upstream and downstream overflows FBK at an active 

bottleneck, if positive, is the reduction in the total flow caused by the HOV lane at the 

location of the maximum. 

/or lane drops and Gerges the GaViGuG alwa<s occurs downstreaG and q / Q0 Thus= the 

overflow is Q $ qH 1 E= and there will usuall< be a reduction in FdownstreaGK discharge flow0 To 

avoid it we can end the HNO lane upstreaG of the bottlenec?= as in /ig0 J= where eVperience 

shows FCassid< and Mauch= DEEcK that the reXuired flow is lower and the overflow could vanish0 

This still allows HNOs to b<pass Gost of the Xueue0 
 

                                                 
_ The interpretation of the congested case is slightl< different= though0 The terG \GaViGuG flow] refers to that 
which can be eGitted= whereas in the uncongested case it refers to that which can be received0 [i?ewise= the terG 
\reXuired flow] refers to that which is necessar< to sustain the Xueue= whereas in the uncongested case it refers to 
that needed to satisf< the deGand0  Curiousl<= the saGe balance eXuation applies to both cases0 
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Figure 6. Termination of and HOV facility upstream of a bottleneck. 

 

 /or siGple off-raGp /I/N bottlenec?s Fwithout lane dropsK the constraining location is 

alwa<s upstreaG0 If the flow on the off-raGp Fthe critical branchK is qr= then the reXuired freewa< 

flow is Lq 0 qr^,0 This value can be so sGall Fsee e0g0= Mupo* and Dagan*o= DEEDK so as to Ga?e 

the overflow negative0 Then= the HNO lane does not change the bottlenec? flows0 Ntherwise= 

total flow is reduced0 The constraining GechanisG is a new bottlenec? created upstreaG= where 

eViting HNOs Gerge into the SP lanes0 

 Rule _ can also be used for coGposite bottlenec?s coGbining Gerges or diverges and lane 

drops= as in the eVaGple of section B0_0 Here the constraining location can be either upstreaG or 

downstreaG0 The reader is encouraged to verif< that Rule _ predicts the changes in bottlenec? 

flows for the two eVaGples of /ig0 IcY i0e0= that` FiK when , k E0_ the GaViGuG overflow is 

downstreaG and is cEJE Fta?ing Q k DBCIK= Gatching the reduction in downstreaG flowY and FiiK 

when , k E0C both overflows are negative= predicting no reduction= as observed0 

 In suGGar<= we see froG all this that the Gain function of HNO lanes is b<passing 

Xueues0 If the< would reduce bottlenec? flow= the< should be terGinated upstreaG of it= at a 

location where entering flows cutting into the downstreaG Xueue have reduced the total flow 

enough to eliGinate the overflow0 
 

Diagnosis of flow and speed effects: Nur rules can also be used to diagnose eVisting HNO 

lanes0 /or eVaGple= Rule c iGplies the following` if traffic is uncongested on all freewa< lanes 

including an HNO lane and we cancel the HNO restriction= then flows will not change an<where0 

Rule D iGplies` if traffic is congested both neVt to an HNO lane and downstreaG of it= then 

downstreaG flow will not change if the HNO restriction is canceled0 Rule _ iGplies` if an HNO 
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lane passes through an active bottlenec? and the HNO restriction is eliGinated= total bottlenec? 

flow will increase b< the GaViGuG overflow0 dote` the maximum flows going into the overflow 

calculus are observed Xuantities and the required flows are also ?nownY the latter are` FiK LQ for 

Gerges and lane drops= and FiiK the suG of the observed upstreaG flows on all lanes for off-raGp 

bottlenec?s0 These diagnostics can help us deterGine whether an eVisting HNO lane is increasing 

total vehicle-hours0  

 ee can also diagnose the travel tiGe savings to HNOs as follows0 AssuGe that our L-lane 

freewa< is operating with an HNO lane in a stead< state with average flows per lane on the two 

sets of lanes` qH FuncongestedK and qGP FcongestedK0 The average speeds on the two sets of lanes 

are also ?nown0 dow assuGe that the HNO restriction is eliGinated in a long Giddle section of 

the freewa<0 The resulting _-section s<steG will then settle in a stead< state with the saGe 

aggregate flow ever<where Fvehicles are not entering or leavingK= and a near-uniforG speed 

distribution across all lanes in the Giddle section0 Since the average flow per lane in the Giddle 

section is ?nown` q k fqH n qGP FL$cKg^L we can estiGate the coGGon speed to all cars in this 

section froG the conventional /D= and coGpare it with the ?nown speeds on the HNO and SP 

lanes0  

 To test this idea= let us appl< it to the data iGGediatel< prior to C`EE PM in /ig c0 Using 

qH k cBEE vph and qGP k cIEE vph= as approViGatel< shown b< the figure= we find that the speed 

across all lanes without the HNO lane Fi0e0= after C`EE PMK should barel< change froG about DD 

to DD0D Gph0 This is roughl< as observed0 The Gatch is not perfect because total flow was 

increasing at the tiGe0 >ut in an< case= since the \before] speeds are roughl< BI Gph for HNOs 

and DD Gph for [NOs= and about D_ Gph \after] FsaGe for all vehiclesK= we see that the HNO 

lane was saving HNOs c0_ Ginutes per Gile traveled with onl< a sGall penalt< to the [NOs0 

SGall penalties should be generall< eVpected whenever L is large because then q / qGP0 
  

6. DYNAMIC CONTROL 

ee now eVaGine a control strateg< that allows us to eVtend HNO lanes through Gerge and lane-

drop bottlenec?s while actuall< increasing their capacities0 ee illustrate the approach with a 

siGulation of a lane-drop bottlenec? froG _ to D lanes with an HNO facilit< in the Gedian lane0 

Nnl< the HNO lane and one SP lane continue be<ond the lane drop0 The input paraGeters are 

those used elsewhere in this paper0 The HNO restriction starts at t k cI GinY deGand is cJEE vph 
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for HNOs and _EEE vph for [NOs0B AssuGe first that the bottlenec? is uncontrolled0 /igure CFaK 

shows siGulated= obliXue d-curves for I detector stations0 Stations c through _ are upstreaG of 

the bottlenec?Y stations B and I are downstreaG0 /igure CFbK shows obliXue d-curves for the 

HNO lane and its neighbor at station I= downstreaG of the bottlenec?0  

      
Figure 7. Simulated N-curves shown on oblique coordinates: (a) average curves across all lanes at 5 stations; (b) 
lane-specific curves for the HOV lane (1) and its neighbor (2) at the most downstream station. 

 

 The roGan nuGbers in both graphs correspond to the different stages of the s<steG` FIK 

shortl< after t k E the Xueue initiall< appears and the bottlenec? starts discharging at capacit<0 FIIK 

At t k cE [NOs begin to eVit the HNO lane according to their individual tiGe thresholds= and the 

discharge rate of lane c declines b< alGost JEi0 FIIIK In this interval all [NOs have eVited the 

HNO lane= but soGe HNOs are still Goving into it0 The HNO lane becoGes Xueued and the 

overall discharge rate is siGilar to that froG phase I at the beginning0 FIOK dow all lane-changes 

into and out of lane c have stopped but a residual HNO Xueue reGains close to the bottlenec?Y 

note that the discharge rate of lane c is about _Ii higher than in phase I0 FOK /inall<= the HNO 

Xueue dissipatesY now the discharge rate of lane c Gatches the HNO deGand and this state can be 

sustained indefinitel<0 >ut= we can do betterq 

 The high outflows of phase IO occur with a Xueued HNO lane and no lane-changes into 

or out of it0 Nur siGulations show that the< can be sustained with the d<naGic HNO lane strateg< 

proposed in Dagan*o et al0 FDEEDK0 In this strateg< [NOs are allowed to use the HNO lane 

through the bottlenec? interGittentl<0 Zither a pre-tiGed or an actuated set of variable Gessage 

signs For signalsK are assuGed to control the settings0 The purpose is to create a short Xueue in 

                                                 
B The high percentage of HNOs F_IiK is used to better illustrate the different phases of our bottlenec?0 As we shall 
see= a lower percentage would actuall< Gagnif< the benefit of the HNOstrateg<0 
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the HNO lane at all tiGes that would help sustain a high discharge rate for lane c0 eith this 

approach= HNOs would suffer a trivial penalt<= but it is Gore than coGpensated b< the increased 

discharge rates FiGproved capacit<K= and the large tiGe savings to [NOs0 /igure b shows the 

result of a siGulation with a d<naGic HNO section eVtending froG E0DE Giles to E0CE Giles 

upstreaG of the bottlenec?0 FThese diGensions help reduce the nuGber of lane changes near the 

bottlenec?= which could reduce the discharge rate0K 

    
Figure 8.  Oblique N-curves simulated with a dynamic HOV lane: (a) average curves across all lanes at 5 stations; 
(b) lane-specific curves for the HOV lane (1) and its neighbor (2) at the most downstream station. 

 

 States I through IO are the saGe as before= but final state O achieves and sustains a higher 

discharge rate than without control0 ee were surprised b< the Gagnitude of the iGproveGent0 

The discharge rate during state O is onl< slightl< lower than that of \super-charged] state IO= and 

about DEi greater than the total capacit< prior to the opening of the HNO lane Fstate IK0 This 

shows that it is theoreticall< possible= at least in soGe situations= to give priorit< to HNOs and at 

the saGe tiGe iGprove s<steG capacit<0 dote as well that the d<naGic strateg< would have 

iGproved the conventional operating Gode even Gore if the percentage of HNOs had been 

lowerY this would have lowered the flows of state O in /igure CFaK but not those of /igure bFaK0   

 This eVaGple is Rust a siGple proof of concept0 An optiGuG control strateg< would be 

site specific and its perforGance could var< with conditions0 This should be eVplored in practice0 

The results of this siGulation also suggest that= even if there are no HNO lanes= it could be 

helpful to prohibit lane-changes near lane-drops or Gerges0 

7. DISCUSSION AND FINAL REMARKS 

This paper used a siGulation to stud< how HNO lanes affect the perforGance of adRacent SP 

lanes and nearb< bottlenec?s0 The Godel assuGes that drivers are aggressive= consistent= 
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identical= G<opic= and have liGited inforGation0 However= despite its siGplicit<= it reproduces 

the Gost iGportant features of traffic with Rust a few paraGeters0 It is fail-safe and can be fitted 

easil<0 The Godel accuratel< reproduces iGportant phenoGena without a need for re-calibration0 

It was used to predict outcoGes for a variet< of scenarios concerning HNO lanes and to test new 

control strategies0 /ield tests should verif< or disprove these predictions0 

 Nur results show that non-separated HNO facilities do not significantl< affect the 

capacit< of SP lanes and that if properl< engineered the< do not hinder bottlenec? outputs0 In 

soGe cases the< increase theG0 /igure _ also shows that for the saGe Xueued flow Fe0g0= as would 

be observed at a fiVed location upstreaG of a bottlenec?K SP lanes are less dense neVt to an HNO 

lane than otherwise0 This is undesirable because less densit< Geans less efficient storage of SP 

Xueues0 Although the effect is sGall for SP flows of the FsGallK Gagnitude eVpected neVt to 

properl< deplo<ed HNO lanes= these lanes do ta?e awa< one lane for Xueue storage and therefore 

spread Xueues Gore widel< over the networ?0 This is their Gain drawbac?0 [onger Xueues reduce 

s<steG output if the< bloc? bus< off-raGps0 This could be a probleG for soGe s<steGs with 

Gultiple eVits or bottlenec?s= but this should be assessed through further research0 

 Nverall= we find that HNO lanes are not inherentl< deleterious to traffic if properl< 

deplo<ed0 ee agree with the findings in Chen et al. FDEEIK that the free-flow speed on HNO 

lanes can be as low as BI Gph when the SP lanes are Xueued= and that this is a drawbac?= but we 

also find that the drawbac? is Ginor0 A _-Gile trip with the data of /ig0 c Fdiscussed in Sec0 IK 

would ta?e _ Gin at JE Gph= B Gin at BI Gph= and b Gin at DD0I Gph0 Thus= an HNO 

eVperiences a c-Gin dela< instead of I-Gin for a _-Gile trip on the HNO lane0 Clearl<= a properl< 

deplo<ed HNO will alwa<s reduce the dela< to HNOs= not necessaril< eliGinating it= but it will 

not increase overall s<steG vehicular dela< either if Xueue storage effects are not an issue0 A 

well-designed HNO siGpl< allocates the invariant vehicular dela< to low occupanc< vehicles0 

This is useful to societ< because it reduces the nuGber of people-hours of dela<0 >ut for this to 

happen= HNO facilities Gust be iGpleGented properl<0 Ntherwise= the< can create bottlenec?s 

whose daGage can be enorGous0 Rules c= D and _ of Section I can be used to avoid these pitfalls0 

ee recoGGend that traffic agencies ta?e a detailed loo? at all bottlenec?s neVt to HNO facilities 

to verif< that the< indeed are not eVacerbated= or entirel< due to the HNO facilit<0 ee suspect 

that the IbE^IIbE bottlenec? is in this undesirable categor<0 The findings in Chen et al. FDEEIK 

suggest that there are Gan< siGilar sites spread through California0 
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